EMV CARD ACCEPTANCE IN PUBLIC TRANSPORT

Benefits of teaming up with us

- Long-standing experience of transaction and authorisation systems
- In-depth expertise of our specialists and practical knowledge of implemented solutions
- In-house application development
- Proprietary certified Card Transaction Centre
- Successful implementation of EMV card acceptance in public transport internationally
- Service Desk 24/7
- Continuous supervision of the solution once implemented
- Experienced project management team

Certification

- EN ISO 9001:2016 – Quality Management System (QMS)
- PCI DSS – Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard
- VISA PIN AUDIT – PIN security on-site review assessment

WANT TO FIND OUT MORE?

Contact us
MONET+, a.s., registered office: Za Dvorem 505, Štípa, 763 14 Zlín
Phone: +420 577 914 577
Email: sales@monetplus.cz
or for more information, please visit our company website: www.monetplus.cz

Ready-made solution for validator manufacturers wishing to expand quickly their business and adapt products to new industry trends enabling to accept contactless EMV cards.
**Benefits**

This solution creates opportunities for manufacturers to:

- easily adapt to new market needs
- respond quickly and expand their production programme to include the acceptance of contactless EMV cards
- leverage this product innovation in business with existing clients
- attract new customers
- move beyond just validators and supply entire systems
- offer a proven plug-in solution that is easy to implement

**Selected features**

Manufacturers and their clients will appreciate in particular:

- accelerated fare payment - less than 1 second
- the solution is open to all types of contactless cards
- the system operates without the need for a permanent internet connection – offline handling
- it helps to keep passengers flowing smoothly and prevents queues
- the solution does not require onboard computers
- it makes inspections easier – the data can be accessed locally, directly in the vehicle
- the system supports multiple models (e.g. check-in/check-out or tariff-based fare selection)

**Solution structure**

Modular solution consisting of:

- **Contactless payment terminal**
  - a compact module ready for installation in most validators (OEM module)
  - adds hardware components to the validator to facilitate payment with contactless EMV cards
  - handles the validator’s communication with the whole system’s Centre
  - supports, among other things, proprietary cards such as Mifare/Desfire
- **Application package**
  - facilitates acceptance of EMV card payments
  - supports remote management and control of the payment terminal
- **Card transaction centre – MONET+**
  - encompasses the processing of payment transactions directed to individual Acquirers
  - facilitates payment terminal monitoring and management
  - provides reporting on the system status and the payment transactions processed
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